
Update Your Phono Cartridge!

     OK. If you have recently done so, we’ll cut you some slack. But most of you know you are well 
overdue!

Rega Cartridge Family

     
Some of us LP guys are getting older. It’s amazing how many people bring in a Dual or Technics 
turntable from 1977 and say, “This is about 15 years old. Can you fix it?” FIFTEEN?! How about 
36?!!

     Which cartridge do you have on that sir? 
     Um, the original. It’s fine, isn’t it?

     Nope. It isn’t. Cartridges wear. Everyone knows the stylus contacting the record wears. It often 
wears unevenly due to a tonearm that treats it brutally. The average lifespan of a stylus is 1000 
hours. That’s just over 2.5 hours per day for a year. The cartridge wears too. The magnet assemblies 
wear. The elastomer holding the cantilever in place literally disintegrates over time. If you’re using 
alcohol to clean your stylus (don’t), the alcohol seeps up the cantilever and attacks the elastomer. 
There’s good reason to replace your cartridge every few years.

     Of course we have a number of very fine cartridge options for you. These can revitalize all those 
records you are planning to make time to listen to!

Budget Cartridges:
     We consider budget cartridges to be $150 or under. There are many options but the fanny kicking  
class leaders are mostly made by Grado. They run into your MM phono section.



Grado Blue $110: Elliptical stylus, 5mV output, more advanced generating system
Grado Red $140: Elliptical stylus, 5mV output, more precise stylus than Blue

All the above have user replaceable styli.

Mid Level Cartridges:
     In the mid level we have two leading candidates. Both of these run into MM Phono. You’ll note the 
Rega has much more output which is more forgiving of less than a state of the art phono section! 
Rega also has the one piece cantilever design for best efficiency of energy transfer.

Grado Gold $220: Elliptical stylus, 5mV output, superior stylus and generating system compared to 



Rega Bias Two $165: Elliptical stylus. 7.0mV output, Standard half inch 2 point mount system

Upper Level Cartridges:
     These are serious cartridges for fine tables and people who love nuance in their music! The Elys 
Two and Exact Two run into MM input. Apheta requires an MC headamp to produce appropriate 
gain.

Rega Elys Two $300: Elliptical stylus, 7.0mV output, 3 point mount system

Rega Exact Two $600: Line Contact stylus, 7.0mV output, 3 point mount system

Rega Apheta $1800: Line Contact stylus, Low Output Moving Coil .5mV output, 3 point mount 
system, Innovative, non tie-wire or foam suspension system. Open body construction.



Cartridge Flavors

Grado is known for a smooth, neutral sound. Grados don’t have the bright top end you’ll equate with 
budget carts out there. As you go up in the line, the DETAIL gets better. The smooth top end remains 
constant. Grados are always mellow which suits classical and jazz listeners much more than other 
budget carts that zing and mistrack.

Rega Bias 2 & Elys 2:

Rega Bias 2, $165, has a more detailed presentation than the Grados. The attack is better. The kick 
in the bass is fuller. With the one piece cantilever and higher output, Bias 2 is my favorite moderately  
priced cart that gives “cut above” performance.

Rega Elys 2 is a killer! At $300 it competes with anything on the market up to $600! It has a 3 point 
mount system and is a superior choice to Bias 2 on any Rega arm that offers a 3 point mounting 
system. Of current models, that means arms on RP-3 on up. If you have RP-3, RP-6 or RP-8, Elys 2 
is the least expensive cartridge you should consider! Elys two has big bass response as well as 
excellent attack and dynamics. It’s also a famously fine tracker. One of our customers who has an 
enormous collection, over 20,000 LPs (!) brought a variety of discs in one day. One by one we ran 
the RP-3 with Elys 2 combo through the gymnastics. Records were old, new, American, Euro, 
classical, pop, 33s. 45s. and this combo tracked ‘em all like a champ. The customer did in fact 
purchase this package after visiting various stores in Wisconsin and Illinois.

Rega Exact 2: $600 
The Exact 2 has a Line Contact stylus. That means the shape is such that it goes deeper into the 

groove. The wear is spread over a greater cross section of the surface which is good for both the LP 
and the stylus. Exact 2 picks up more information than its less expensive brothers above. In short, it 
has a big, rich bass response and superior delicacy than what you can buy for less than six bills.

Rega Apheta: $1800
     The Apheta is the ultimate cartridge to run on any Rega 3 Point tonearm. From RP-3 on up, 
Apheta’s alignment can’t be messed up. I would run Apheta on RP-6 or RP-8. The detail Apheta 
offers is in a new level of refinement compared to what its brethren can do. Music has an effortless 
sound with Apheta that’s uncanny. The background is quieter. The music sounds more fluid. So more 
than extreme highs or lows, Apheta provides more LIFE to the listening experience.


